The Vietnam Moratorium Committee has announced endorsement for April 13-15 which will be largely focused on student activities in university campuses. The endorsement is based on a nation-wide 212 study body presidents and campus newspaper editors along with prominent Americans, such as Julian Bond, Ramsey Clark, Jane Fonda, Rachel Koch, John Lintat, Senator Harold Hughes, Mayor John Lindsay, and Senator Eugene McCarthy.

Developed by President Rehwoldt of the Vietnam Moratorium Committee, the aims of Fast are stated as 'We will fight in solidarity with the people of Vietnam until our war is defeated, the purposes for which the present attitudes of the students that the best approach is to demonstrate our moral opposition to the Vietnam war. The second reason is directly related to the April 15th Tax Payer Rally. Because the government spends $201 million a day on war and the weaponry of war, we are asking people not to eat for three days and to send the money saved not to eat to help the victims of the war. Proceeds from the Peace Fast Fund will go to the American Friends Service Committee Vietnam Relief Progrm, the National Welfare Rights Organization, and the United Farm Workers of America. The Fast represents our commitment to improve the quality of our common life and to alleviate human suffering."

Mr. Brown underscored the primary focus of the activities in a discussion of the strikes of postal employees. "While the government finds it necessary to allocate millions of dollars to Vietnam, it finds itself unable to consider a significant and meaningful pay increase for these and other government employees. The propositions for the war in Vietnam intensifies the problem of distribution of the huge sums of money that are needed and demonstrates the waste of dollars that are spent for purposes," he said.

The Marist Moratorium activities at Marist are still in the process of being formulated. Monday night the Fast will be initiated with a communal meal followed by a demonstration. Tuesday night a documentary film, "Who Invited Us" will be shown. The film is a historical record of American imperialism. The plans for Wednesday are still being discussed, but there is a possibility of a rally on campus, featuring speakers on draft resistance and American involvement in Vietnam.
Through A Broken Window

...I've been devoting much thought and research to the plight of our savage biracial brothers...

By DENNIS ALMOND

As I walked into the dimly lit room, I felt a chill run down my spine. The dim light cast a eerie glow on the walls, creating an atmosphere of mystery and suspense. My heart raced as I took in the sight of the room. It was filled with various objects, each holding a story of its own.

I moved closer to the window, trying to get a better view of the street below. As I did, my eyes caught sight of a small figure running across the pavement. I couldn't tell who it was, but it looked like they were in a hurry.

I continued to observe the street from my window, feeling a sense of curiosity and intrigue. I wondered what was happening outside, and why the person was in such a hurry. As I watched, I couldn't help but feel a sense of longing for the excitement and adventure that the world had to offer.

That's when I heard a knock on the door. I turned to see who it was, but there was no one there. I shrugged it off and continued to gaze out the window, my mind still fixated on the mystery that lay beyond the glass.

---

An Ignorant Beginning

By JOHN ZEBATTO
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THE CIR
OARSMEN SWAMP NOTRE DAME
FOXES CAPTURE ALL EVENTS

Varisty Conquers Elements

Strong winds and high waves prevailed over the course for Marist’s varsity and jayvee shells, as they raced against Notre Dame in the annual meet on the Hudson River. The varsity was run across the river in the sligh test shelter of the west shore, but non-negotiable. The jayvee race was run 10 minutes later, just when the wind had dropped. The races were run across the river in the slighest shelter of the west shore, the Regatta Row course being all but submerged by the wind.

In the varsity race, Marist, with Capt. Peter Masterdon, and Notre Dame were in a dead heat, with a slight shelter of the west shore, on the bank, as they outraced their opponents. The jayvee race was run across the river in the slighest shelter of the west shore, just where the wind had dropped. The jayvees were held up by the wind, and had to restart.

Capt. Mike Arteaga, Marist, followed by Joe McCue, Notre Dame, opened, and kept the lead. Bdth boats settled to a rate of 33-35 strokes per minute for the start of the race, Marist maintaining their lead.

With the race three-quarters over, a gust of wind pushed the Marist boat, rowing closest to shore. The jayvee shell was swept by the bank while Notre Dame was able to stay with the current. However, by quickly righting their course and upping their stroke slightly, the varsity was able to cross the finish line with a 6.5-second advantage over the Irish. Marist negotiated the 2000 yard course in 6:02, Notre Dame in 6:08.2.

In the jayvee race, the varsity boat had Pete Masterson at cox, Joe Ryan at stroke followed by Capt. Mike Arteaga, Marist, O’Brien, Bevilaqua, Steve Sepe, Joe Ritz, Steve Palenucci and Doug Nestresto. Except for O’Brien, all are seniors. The jayvee race proved to be a complete and utter mismatch.

BY BOB SULLIVAN

Oarsmen Swamp Notre Dame

Marist’s crew team prepared for last week’s race against Notre Dame on river in Beacon.

Who Cares?

BY BOB SULLIVAN

This past winter a tremendous controversy revolved around the way the N.C.A.A. and the E.C.A.C. rules committees control college athletics. The highly publicized Lange case revolved around the athletes right to compete when and where he wants to, assuming he maintains his amateur status.

A new controversy is developing over the right of the various rules committees to govern the looks of an athlete. A current wrestling rule states: “Contestants shall be clean shaven, free of body hair, mustaches, sideburns trimmed at earlobe level and hair trimmed and well-groomed. This is in the interest of good health.”

As a result of this rule, C.C.N.Y. forfeited individual matches to Columbia and Fairleigh-Dickinson. The forfeits developed when two wrestlers refused to shave their mustaches, both stating that the rule is unconstitutional. While I question their priorities, I do feel they raised a significant question.

The ruling affected our team this year when, at Kings College, half the team had to forfeit matches before being allowed on the mat.

What is the purpose behind the rule? Why should Wittenberg contend that the rule is not in the interest of good health and that good health is also insured to the wrestler when Wittenberg checked on the rationale behind the rule with a member of the rules committee, the member spoke of “the kind of image that collegiate wrestling possesses, and added, “we’re only interested in making the man a better wrestler.”

In discussing the rule, Yeshiva’s coach, Jerry Steinberg, stated that he was hoping a few colleges would file formal complaints with the State Bureau of Human Rights.

Now the point behind all this is not to complain about one rule, but to point out a case where the N.C.A.A. is overstepping its bounds. Since the N.C.A.A. acts as the regulating body for intercollegiate athletics, it should be encouraging greater participation in all sports. So if we do why they institute rules to eliminate certain “types” and control those who do “comfort.”

Looking at last Saturday’s local newspaper, it would seem that Pete Masterson was enjoying the preparations for the Notre Dame race. I wonder who he didn’t tell someone that he was going to have a mustache shell? If you’re wondering what that was all about, Notre Dame’s jayvee cox was a 105 lb. hermaphrodite named Barbara Walker. Actually, if a girl is at all athletically inclined, coxswain would be a natural position for her; usually being lighter than men of comparable height and certainly capable of managing with eight-oarsmen for six to seven minutes.

Most of the positions opened by graduation were taken by the offensive squad, leaving Coach Levine a tremendous recruiting job. The only starting linemen returning are Emmett Cooke and Mike Colhii. Battling for the remaining positions are: Frank Vancanover, Ray Wyrung, Tom Cardinale, George Fimti, Steve Van Buren and Paul DeCal. Fighting for the quarterback slot are Jim Wilkins, Rafael Polo and Bob Brown. Fighting to complete the backfield are Jim Lavery, Mark Rowinski, John McCartht, and John Finnegan.

Varsity oarsmen break to an early half length lead over Notre Dame in race last Friday.